
Goldgenie unveil the Mother of Pearl iPhone 6 Collection for Summer 2015 

Merging nature’s beauty with modern technology, Goldgenie unveil the Mother of 
Pearl iPhone 6 Collection for Summer 2015 

As days are getting warmer and the sun is making its presence felt again, thoughts 
turn to summer, nature and the sea. 

Inspired by Nature’s beauty, Goldgenie’s designers have created an exquisite 
collection of Mother of Pearl iPhone 6 smartphones for Summer 2015. Glowing with 
iridescent marbled tones of soft pink, white and grey and meticulously framed in our 
mirror-like finishes of 24k Gold and Platinum, these iPhone 6 smartphones are a 
luxurious modern ode to natural elegance and blur the line between technology and 
jewellery. 

The shimmering glow of mother of pearl is offset with a sparkling Swarovski crystal 
logo and we feel that these phone are the perfect glamorous beachside accessory, 
bound to look great under a blue sky by the sea!   

Goldgenie, the British gold-plating and luxury customisation specialist, pioneered the 
art of gold-plating a smartphone and the company is known for its innovative take on 
iPhone customization. Goldgenie craftsmen have a meticulous eye for detail and go 
to painstaking measures to make sure that each phone customisation has a flawless 
finish. The brand has an impressive client list of A-List celebrities, including P. Diddy, 
the Beckhams and Tyrese Gibson and Blue-chip companies such as Viacom, 
Microsoft and Lexus.  Sold online and in luxury department stores such as Selfridges 
London, Goldgenie’s unique interpretation of luxury modern technology continues to 
meet growing demand from customers around the world. 

Goldgenie founder and CEO Laban Roomes stated of this new Mother of Pearl 
iPhone 6 collection, “I have always been fascinated with jewellery and the notion of 
treasure.  With this collection, we decided to create a very feminine, precious look for 
the iPhone 6, reflective of the embellished cigarette cases and mirror compacts of 
the Art Deco period.   Due to the natural quality of mother of pearl, each phone is like 
no other and with this beautiful unique stamp from nature, we have turned the iPhone 
6 into a rare treasure.”  

Presented in a cherry oak display case, they also make an ideal gift for any luxury 
style aficionado this summer. 

The Mother of Pearl iPhone 6 collection is available to order online from Goldgenie’s 
website. 

For further details, please contact Goldgenie’s press office: 

Email: press@goldgenie.com 

Telephone: +44 208 804 6200 

Web: www.goldgenie.com 

 


